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37th Annual
World Touch Cultural Heritage Week
March 27-April 01, 2010
Saturday, March 27, 2010
10:00 a.m.
P.E. Center
26 th Annual Circle of Nations Indian Association (CNIA) Powwow
Grand Entries at 12:00 noon and 7:00 p.m.
Sunday, March 28, 2010
5:00 p.m.
Morris Theatre
3 Idiots (2009, 164 min., PG-13)
Introduction: Peh Ng, Ph.D.
Three Idiots is a comedy of ideas that is as provocative as it is funny, as
wildly entertaining as it is insightful. A laugh-riot that talks about the most
important of human pursuits: self-actualization.
Monday, March 29, 2010
7:00 p.m.
Oyate Hall
Global Fashion Rocks the Runway is a showcase of fashion from different
cultures. This year's theme reflects the blending of cultural elements in
contemporary fashion. Our aspiration is that people will walk away with a
greater sense of appreciation for the culture that's contained within some of
the styles they wear everyday. Entertainment includes a guest performer,
design contest, after party featuring D.J. Snuggles, and a cultural spotlight
that is sure to light up the stage.
Tuesday, March 30, 2010
12:00 noon
Cougar Room
Food for Thought: "Cultural & Sexual Identity in the Music Industry"
Food for Thought Diversity Discussion Series is an interactive program
designed to encourage UMM community members to gain greater
understanding of multiculturalism and enhance intercultural competence in
the context of the campus and global communities. Through dialogue, the
program seeks to challenge and redefine understanding of diverse
perspectives and actions, as well as foster personal growth, critical thinking,
intellectual engagement, and social responsibility.

woman dynamo of talent," her music described as " ... exquisitely furious,
beautiful, & exciting" by the New York Times, " ... an achingly gorgeous
collection of piano based rock recalling the finest moments of Tori Amos
or Ben Folds Five" by Yolk Magazine, and "A" magazine says "her blend
of hard-grounded folk and sweet siren lyrics makes an enduring
impression upon the American music scene ... her distinguishing factor is
her cool, edgy, sound and courage to be sensitive, tender, and feminine.
As she carves her identity as an artist in an industry where Asian women
are not thought of as musical powerhouses or innovators, Magdalen is a
rare force with which to reckon."

Wednesday, March 31, 2010
7:00 p.m.
Edson Auditorium
"What are You? The Changing Face of America"
Featuring Kip Fulbeck
Introduction: Sandy Olson-Loy, Vice-Chancellor for Student Affairs
Migration is rapidly and permanently changing the face of America. It's
altering racial makeup, taste in food, clothing, music, the entire
perception of itself and the way of life. Kip Fulbeck is the world's
premiere artist exploring multiracial identity and has been featured on
CNN, MTV, and NPR, to name a few. An award winning filmmaker, artist,
author, and Professor/ Director of Arts at UC Santa Barbara, Fulbeck
has garnered critical acclaim for his latest book Part Asian, 100% HAPA.
Using his own multiracial background as a springboard, Fulbeck
confronts media imagery and interracial dating patterns to inspire
audiences to explore how our own ethnic stereotypes and opinions on
cultural identity are formed, leading one to honestly consider, Who Am I?
Using his own Cantonese, English, Irish, and Welsh background, Kip
Fulbeck confronts media imagery of Asian men, interracial dating
patterns, and icons of race and sex in the U.S., constantly questioning
where Hapas "fit in" in a country which ignores multiraciality. His work
invites and inspires viewers to explore how our own ethnic stereotypes
and opinions on interracial dating, gender roles, and personal identity are
formed.

Introduction: PaHoua Vang '11, President, Asian Student Association

Thursday, April 1, 2010
5:30 p.m.
Oyate Hall
World Touch Cultural Heritage Week Closing Dinner
Welcome: Tracy R. Peterson, Associate Director, MSP
Remarks: Jacqueline Johnson, Chancellor
Keynote Address: Pareena G. Lawrence, Chair of Social Sciences
Laotian Dance Performance: Pang Vang '11, Yang Moua '10,
Kia Vang '10, and Sheng Vang '11
Recognition of MSP Graduates

Magdalen Hsu-Li is an internationally acclaimed singer-songwriter, painter,
and cultural activist that is redefining the female musician and smashing the
ceiling in the American music industry. She has been called a " ... one

COVER ART: 2010 WTCHW Logo Art Contest Winner, Tara Threadgil/ '10

7:00 p.m.
"Smashing the Ceiling: Redefinition of Identity"
Featuring Magdalen Hsu-Li
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